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The development of programs is an activity that can be based on mathematical principles and on 
logical framework. This short paper contains rules allowing to derive concurrent programs with 
respect to a given programming language. These rules are built from more elementary rules. A short 
example is given. In some way, we identify concurrent programs with proofs. Our system _t”P is 
a reformulation of the framework proposed by Chandy and Misra (1988) but our reformulation is 
oriented towards a development framework in a forma1 way. 
1. Introduction 
The understanding of concurrency is a very interesting challenge but a very difficult 
one. The notions of concurrency or communication are real-life notions and, hence, 
need to be carefully and formally studied. A lot of frameworks have been built from 
sequential programming oriented ones or from logic. The temporal framework 
[21,23,13,19,2] has been exploited from concurrency and real-time aspects as a spe- 
cification language and as a proof system framework. It allows to express invariance 
properties and eventuality properties but we can express crucial property as fairness 
using temporal logic [19, lo]. The relationship between regular o-language and 
temporal logic models is an interesting correspondence and a method of synthesis of 
concurrent programs has been developed by Wolper [23]. The temporal framework is 
powerful but it hides the adequate form of properties related to concurrency. In fact, 
we need a higher-order system to express transformations on proofs, and temporal 
logic refers to an implicit program contrary to dynamic logic [9], which has an explicit 
reference to programs. Nevertheless, dynamic logic is too close to syntax of programs 
and expressions of concurrency is not possible in the dynamic logic framework. 
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The semantical framework [20,16,17] characterizes the notions of concurrency in 
a formal and algebraic structure. This represents, in some sense, a generalization of 
automata theory to concurrency. People consider concurrency as an extension of 
sequential models. They reduce concurrency to sequentiality and nondeterminism. 
This procedure is not followed by everybody; others Cl] propose a calculus where 
a concurrency operator is not reduced to nondeterminism and sequentiality. New 
directions are suggested by logicians as the linear logic [7] or a y-calculus [3] which 
extends the J-calculus to handle concurrent features. These new topics are under 
investigation and we may hope interesting results in the future. Chandy and Misra [4] 
have proposed a general framework to deal with the design of concurrent programs 
and mapping to given architectures. Their proposal has a really simple basis and the 
two main concepts are the nondeterminism and the fairness. A proof system allows to 
infer properties on UNITY programs. This framework needs to be better founded and 
we have completed and reformulated this system to obtain the .il’J. system [ 143. This 
first step is followed by a second step oriented towards design and transformation. 
This paper contains some steps in this direction for a very simple example and formal 
justifications of new rules. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains 
preliminaries relative to definitions and a short introduction to UNITY. Section 
3 gives different rules of I 1’%. In Section 4 we analyze the design process in J$“@ and 
we prove some properties. Examples are given in Section 5. The paper ends by some 
concluding remarks and future directions. 
2. Preliminaries 
The programming language & is introduced and some aspects are specified. 
Definition 2.1. Let Ye be a set of variables, B a set of expressions over I’- and 58 a set of 
conditions over A and F‘. A simple action c( over V, B,B is an expression like 
“u:=e,-b, 1 .f. Ie,- h," or “Y := nr= 1 ei - hi”, where UE “/“, e, , , e, are in d and 
bl, . . . . b, are in B?. Moreover, $“[014 = {D} and V&[o14 = lJjEfl ,..,, n1 ll’*‘b[bi]. 
A (general) action CI over ^I ‘, 8, H is an expression built according to the following 
rules: 
(1) a is a simple action. 
(2) If c(l,...,c(p are (general) actions and, for any i, j in { 1, . . . . p}, i#j, 
Y‘[c(~~] n f+[ctj]=@, then c(~ 11 ... I/ ccp is a general action and 
~‘e[a]=Uis/I,...,p) ye[cciD. 
(3) If M,,...,Clp are (general) actions so that %“[c(~J = ..’ =-I _ [a,,], then 
EIis(l....,p) Xi-Yi and ~~U~i.r~....,~~~i~YiTD=Uis~~,...,p~~”II~i4~ 
Now, we define the language 1// as follows: a program u of % is a pattern like 
“cpu : [cc1 0 .. .O cc,]“, where cpu specifies the condition to be satisfied by variables 
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of actions as c(l,...,cln. If u=[cQ o... ocXnl and v=[[/?iO...U/I,~, then 
u~v=~~,~~~~~cc,~~~~~~~~~~~ and uOcc=[~(~lJ~..Oa,lJaJ An operational seman- 
tics can be defined for any u of G?L but we will define it by a set of properties schemes as 
“P 2 q”, where p and q are formulae and cx is an action of u. We associate a weakest 
precondition operator with any action: LY\ . . Moreover, the execution of u is the 
activation of one and only one action chosen among {c(i) . . . , ~1, > under a fair choice. 
Hence, an execution of u is an infinite sequence of states connected by a transition 
relation sound with respect to a\. operators. A stable state may be considered as 
a terminal state: no action may modify the current values of the variables. A more 
complete and precise semantics is given in [15, 141. In fact, we can prove the adequacy 
of our ~Vui3 system with this semantics. 
The language @ is a restricted version of the very general one proposed by Chandy 
and Misra [4]. We do not want to analyze the methodological interest of the 
declaration part that is very useful in the UNITY philosophy. An action CI of 
a program u or unity is always enabled but it may have no effect on program variables. 
The fairness hypothesis is better known as the justice hypothesis by [ 1 l] or the weak 
fairness by [19]. Francez [S] gives a very complete document on the fairness treat- 
ment. A short example can illustrate the previous short introduction and fix the 
different notions. 
Example 2.2 (gcd). (x=x0) A (y=yo) A (x,EN) A (~,EN):[X:=X-Y - X> Y 
0 Y:=Y-x - X<Y]. 
Under no fairness assumption, this program may diverge and may loop forever. 
A fair execution leads to a stable state satisfying “x =y”. 
3. The M4?L system 
The ,IrQ system is a sound and semantically complete reformulation of a program- 
ming logic due to Chandy and Misra [4]. This reformulation is based on a semantical 
characterization of different properties for UNITY programs. Jlr@ is the kernel (level 
0) of a more general method of concurrent programs developments. This kernel may 
be extended by specific syntactical operators relative to given properties. We intro- 
duce the ,V@ system and refer the reader to the justification of it in [14]. 
_+/a uses several kinds of assertions relative to a unity, namely u, that is assumed to 
be given: 
l Formulae of L?[u~ such as p,q,r, . . . . p V 4, p A 4, //is,Pi, P-+4, ... 
: v . p= q, jweak a l Transition formulae of F.JZ [[un such as p z q, V LY 
3 stro”g@:v.P sq, where v is a part of u. 
l Basic eventuality formulae of %P 1~1 like p 2 q. 
l Eventuality formulae of 62 [u1] like p A q. 
CZ:ld 
:v.p-q, 
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l Invariance formulae of .Y_Y [uj like aZways(u, cp) (p). 
A”% is used to infer properties of u from axioms on transitions. The fairness rule is 
powerful and is the main rule of .NJ&. JV@ is made up of different parts like a first part 
for deriving transition formulae, a second part for deriving invariance formulae, 
a third part for deriving basic eventuality formulae and, finally, a fourth part for 
deriving eventuality formulae. 
3.1. Transition ,formulae 
A transition formula expresses a property of one program step. We have extended 
the class of Chandy and Misra’s transition formulae [4] to express universal and 
existential properties that are more suitable for this purpose. Moreover, we have fixed 
a syntax for transition formulae and a wp-based axiomatics is proposed. The uniform- 
ization of transition formulae is achieved 
modelizes the implication. 
by E, namely the empty action, that 
Rule .+‘%Y 1 (,from implication to transition). 
P-‘4 
E:E 
P-q 
Rule .X’@ 2 (axiom of precondition). Let a be an action of u and (z\q) be the 
precondition relative to r and q. 
(cc\q)l:q. 
Rule .$“+ 3 (extension of context). Let U, w be two parts of u and ZEU. 
a:t’Ow 
p-4 
Rule .A”% 4 (strengthening-weakening). 
C:U E:U t:ll 
r-p, P-4, qds 
3:U 
r-s 
Rule I 1’.% 5 (introduction of’ the universal quantijbtion). 
S:UPJ 
p-4 
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Rule A”42 6 (universal quantijication). 
b:I[PII 
vc?:u.p=q,p-q 
Rule yV% 7 (weakening of universal quantijication). 
vcc:u.p=+q 
!j~?/:u.p~,q 
Rule yl”42 8 (weak existential quantijication), 
Rule A”42 9 (weakening of weak existential quantijication). 
3 weak/hl.pzq 
Rule .A’% 10 (strong existential quantijication). 
cz:Ia] 
p-4 
3 strongb: 11x11 .P=v’ 
Rule ( I’& 11 (weakening of strong existential quantijcation). 
Rule .,V@ 12 (parallel execution), 
Lz:lJ p:lI fl:u fl:u 
p-4, P-P, 4-43 P’----’ 4’3 P’= 
a:ld 
P’, 4’ - 4’ 
dP:u 
PAP’_ 4 A 4’ 
3.2. Invariance formulae 
A lot of design methods are based on invariance properties as Gribomont’s method 
[S]. The method is a step by step refinement of program/invariant. These properties 
are the merge of the implication and of the general transition (universal) transition 
formulae. 
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Rule N%?L 13 (invariance). 
3.3. Basic eventuality formulae 
Among eventuality properties, basic eventuality properties express that a given 
formula holds until another will hold. In temporal framework [12], this property is 
expressed by the until operator. 
Rule .M% 14 (from implication to basic eventuality). 
p-4 
” 
P--34 
Rule Jf%! 15 (fairness). 
vCt:u.p A 1q- !lzu p v q, 3z:u.p A 7qSq 
PAq 
The existential operator will denote either the weak version, or the strong one. But 
this leads to two different kinds of fairness. The weak one corresponds to UNITYs 
fairness. 
Rule N@ 16 (general induction). 
(U Oca<rroPa)~Po 
Rule N% 17 (weakening of eventuality). 
pLq, ahvays(u, q)(i), r A isp, psr A i 
r-:q 
What does the fairness rule ,Ir@ (15) mean? First, it expresses that any action of 
u may lead from p A 1 q to either p or q but the execution of some atomic action CI of 
u in some state leads to q. It means, for instance, that some actions are critical to reach 
q. Under these two assumptions, we infer that q will eventually happen, from 
p continuously until q holds. The conclusion of the rule is correct if we restrict the set 
of traces to fair traces. A simple example can illustrate this rule in the weak version. 
Example 3.1 (Chandy and Misra [4]). u is the unity. (py : [x :=0 - x>O 
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0 x := 0 - x < 01. The initial condition is (pUdzf (xEinteger). We can infer the following 
properties: 
(1) ((x>O) A (x=O)[O/x]) v ((x<O) A (x=0))) X:=“-x’o:‘X:=o-X’on ,x=0 
(Rule JV% 2). 
(2) ((x20) A (x<O)[O/x]) v ((x<O) A (X-CO)) X:=“-X’o:~X:=o-X’on tx<o 
(Rule A’% 2). 
(3) x>O+((((x>O) A (x=O)[O/x]) V ((x<O) A (x=0))) (first-order theorem). 
(4) x>o 
x:=0-x>o:tx:=o-X>O]I 
*x=0 (Rule N% 4, (l), (3)). 
(5) x<O+((x>O) A (x<O)[O/x]) V ((x-co) A (x-co)) (first-order theorem). 
(6) x<O 
X:=o-X>o:[X:=0-X>0]l 
,x-Co (Rule &‘X! 4, (2), (5)). 
(7) x<O-qx=O) v (XZO) (first-order theorem). 
(8) x<O 
X:=o-X>o:[X:=o-X>0] 
*(x=0) v (XZO) (Rule Jf% 4, (6), (7)). 
N%!-Theorem 1. x>O 
x:=o-x>o:[x:=o~x>o]l 
,x=0. 
X%-Theorem 2. x < 0 
x:=o-x>o:[x:=0~x>o]I 
*(x=0) v (XZO). 
The other atomic action of I[x := 0 - x > 0 0 x := 0 - x < 01 has almost identical 
properties. 
Me/-Theorem 3. x < 0 
x:=0-x<o:/[x:=o-x<o]I 
*x=0. 
NG-Theorem 4. x > 0 
x:=o~x<o:I[x:=o-*<o~ 
+(x=0) v (XZO). 
The proofs in N% is a substitution of < by > and > by -C in the previous proof. 
Quantifications are used to build termination properties. We are going to use rules 
that will be introduced later. We prove the following theorem in A’@‘. 
Na_Theorem 5* xzo ~~:=~-~‘~o~:=~-~~~x~o~ 
Proof. (1) x<O 
x:=o-.x>o:I[X:=o-X>0]l 
+ (x = 0) V (x # 0) (by N@-Theorem 2). 
(2) x>o 
x:=o-x>o:[x:=o-x>o~ 
b x = 0 (by Me-Theorem 1). 
(3) x>o 
x:=o-x>o:j[x:=o-x>o~ 
) (x = 0) V (x # 0) (by Rule N%! 4, (2)). 
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(4) x#O 
x:=o-x>o:[x:=lJ~x>o] 
)(x=0) v (XZO) (by Rule A”@ 22, (l), (3)). 
(5) V/cc:[x:=O-x>O].x#O 3~1X~=o~X’on +(x#O) V (x=0) (by Rule ,V@ 5, (4)). 
(6) x<O 
x:=o-x<o:~x:=o-x<o] 
tx=o (by .1“%-Theorem 3). 
(7) x>o 
X:=o_X<o:~X:=o~X<o, 
P(X#O) v (x=0) (by .,~‘S-Theorem 4). 
(8) x#O 
x:=o.x<o:~x:=o-x<o~ 
+(x#O) v (x=0) (by Rule .A’% 22, (7) (6)). 
(9) V’:[[[x:=O Y _X>OOx:=O _ x<O].x#O a:~x:=o-x’oax:=o-x<o~ ,(X#O) V 
(x=0) (by Rule A’% 6, (5) (8)). 
(10) 3,,rong~:[~:=0 - x>O].x>O a”x’=o~x’ol ,x=0 (by Rule NJ2 10, (2)). 
(11) 3,,ro”ga:[X:=0 - x>oox:=o - x<O].x#O 
a:~x:=0-x>Oox:=O-x<0~ 
,.x=0 
(by Rule .,t “li 11, (6), (10)). 
(12) x#OL.X=O (by Rule *,V’“11 5, (9) (11)). 0 
In their system, Chandy and Misra proved the last statement without using an 
intermediate basic eventuality property. Yet, this property is in the kernel of the proof 
method. The two actions may modify the value of x according to the sign of x and the 
effect of the given action may not be modified. For instance, if the initial value of x is 
5 and if the action “x:=0-x ~0” is always executed, then the value of x always 
remains equal to 5. But, this trace is not fair and, necessarily, the second action is 
eventually executed. In another section, we will understand and illustrate the power of 
this rule that is really different with respect to Chandy and Misra’s one. 
3.4. Eventuality formulae 
This part deals with properties expressing that something eventually holds in the 
future of the program. Two rules are needed to introduce the H operator. Other 
auxiliary rules are given because they are helpful in the proofs but they are provable in 
the minimal system. 
Rule ,Vo& 18 (from basic eventuality to eventuality). 
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Rule A/@ 19 (strengthening). 
p&q, always(u,cp)(i),r A iZp 
rP+q 
Rule .,V”Z! 20 (from implication to eventuality). 
Rule Xui% 21 (derived induction). 
A lot of very useful and practical rules can be derived from the system above. The 
two following rules can be derived from _K% and are not needed for the semantical 
completeness. These rules are useful and can be added after formal proofs. But the 
notion of proof must be defined. A proof in _Y% is a transfinite sequence of assertions 
belonging to 2’ [u] u~_F’[u~ u.92 [u] u 422 [ul]u&dP [u] denoted as 292 [u] and 
satisfying the following property: an element of this sequence is either an instance of 
axiom, or derived from previous elements of the sequences according to one rule 
of “VJ2. 
Notation. A proof of @ is denoted as rI [Jlr@] @. Let @J be any assertion for U. If CD has 
a proof, it has a transfinite number of proofs because we can repeat any element for 
a transfinite number of times. We call size of a proof, the least length of proofs for any 
given assertion and we denote it by G [@I. The minimal proof of @ is denoted as II [[@I 
and is written as: (QO, . . . . @c1[m3). If @ is not a theorem, the size is undefined. In our 
system, properties as “p+q” are proved outside of this system. So, in our framework, 
the size of a theorem as “p-q” is 0. A very simple property can be easily proved. 
It means that we can use an induction principle to derive other rules. Moreover, 
inference rules can be read as functions transforming a set of proofs into another 
proof. The transfinite size of proofs is due to the very general rule of induction _A”% 16 
but, in the pet examples, we use a finistic version of it. We have to describe the proof 
theory in a further work in preparation. Now, we can prove interesting properties or 
derived rules. 
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3.5. Auxiliary rules 
Rule Jf@ 22 (introduction of V in transition formulae). 
a:I4 oI:u 
p-r, 4-r 
(p V q)Sr 
Rule ,hfC# 23. 
pz(q V r)’ 
A more general form for this rule is better and introduces a general disjunction 
operator. This new rule will be stated in Section 4. 
Rule Af!& 24. 
a:” il:ll 
P-ap-r 
p--f%qAr 
Rule Jlru%l 25. 
vcr:u.p= 4,9+r 
va:u.p=r 
Rule _A’“@ 26. 
3 
oL:tJ 
weaktI:u.p-r, 3 
LX:” 
,,&C(:u.q-r 
3 weaku:u.(p v q)zr 
Rule N@ 21. 
3cc:u.p= 4,9-+r 
hY:u.p=r 
Rule A% 28. 
p-+q, Qci: u.q= r, r-+s 
Qa:u.p=s 
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Rule A’“@ 29. 
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p-q, qweakct: u.q= I, r+s 
3 
oI:lI 
weaka:ll.p-S 
Rule N@ 30. Let pl, pz, q be three formulae of 2.2 [uj. 
vcl:u.p,--+ a:” q,vQzu.p,‘rl_,q 
Va:u.(p, v p*)Sq 
Rule JV@ 31. Let p, q, r be three formulae of 9 [uJ. 
Y 
p--+r 
Rule A’“?!? 32. Let p, q, r be three formulae of _P[uj. 
p& 
A lot of rules can be derived from the kernel and these rules contain elements to 
derive the design of programs. We must mention that our example is only 
an illustrative one, but is good enough to illustrate the design method hidden 
behind ~02’. 
4. Development of concurrent programs in Jlr(Z! 
A development is a finite sequence of actions that operate on specifications. A speci- 
fication is a collection of properties expressed by transition formulae, invariance 
formulae, basic eventuality formulae or eventuality formulae. A spec$cation describes 
the current state of the product. It is always proved according to the ~02 rules. 
A specification has an operational basis, namely, a set of transition formulae that can 
be interpreted as an operational semantics. Generally, a specification is a static 
expression of some given computation and no dynamic aspect is specified. But, 
avoiding any discussion on the notion of specification and the notion of program, we 
use an operational style of specification based on assertions, as “p n:U, q”. The careful 
reader will notice that programs are flat objects and rules for hierarchy are to be built. 
The syntax of concurrent programs used by Chandy and Misra [4] is really simple but 
poor. It means that they use the operator 11 to denote the concurrency of two actions, 
as “CI 1) fi” means that “cl and /3 start at the same instant and terminate at the same 
instant”. Our main motivation is to structure the flat programs to obtain expressions 
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of programs, such as “ui /I u2”, but the meaning has to be more asynchronous. In some 
way, we want to build new programs from basic ones by combining them in a suitable 
way. This aspect may be seen as an extraction method from proofs [6]. Yet, we have to 
propose rules able to process as previously stated. 
In the previous section, we have introduced the notion of proof of a given property 
in _,tX. Proofs of concurrent programs are very complex tasks and require special 
proofs for interference freedom [18, 223. The level of interference depends on the 
atomicity grain. The finer the grain, the more difficult is the proof. In our framework, 
we restrict our work to one level and we choose a given grain of atomicity. We are 
going to show how concurrent programs can appear. 
If @ is any property expressible in our language, p ’ Q, expresses the derivability 
of @ in L $‘^JL! without any assumption other than implicative properties expressed as 
“cp-+I)“. Now, a r-theorem in 1’4!, @, den o e t d as r p ’ @, is derived using axioms 
and rules of _ 1 “‘J& and assertions of f. Using this notion, a specification for u is a set of 
transition formulae, namely, Spec[u]. 
A specification is called an abstract operational specijication because it is close to 
operational semantics but is abstract. 
Definition 4.1. Let u be a unity. An abstract operational specification for u, Spec[u], 
is a set of transition formulae for u: Spec[u] = { pz q/p, qEY[u] }. An abstract 
operational specification is complete if, for any tf transition formulae of 24, 
Spec [u] P- ’ ’ tf if and only if g ” t,f: 
The &I”& system is obtained from _/VJ& by deleting the Rule _$“% 2 and by adding 
the following rules. 
Rule &,l“J%! 1 (introduction of‘ V in transition formulae). 
( ViaI pii Zr’ 
Rule &A”@ 2 (introduction of A in transition formulae). 
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Rule tLV% 4 (Hoare axiom). 
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P Celxl 
x:= e:Ix:= en 
‘P. 
P A Si 
x:= et:[x:= e,] 
‘4, iEl, (P A -/jisl Si)+4 
x := rl ic, et -st:llx:= n,., e,-s,n 
P ‘4 
a :u def def 
p-q>~=p,s=q 
The completeness of an abstract operational specification means that the set of 
transition formulae is as expressible as the wp specification. But, we will notice that 
our rules are instances of rules and have to be instantiated. The new system includes 
implicit properties of wp assertions. 
When one writes “a : u”, we define a hierarchy relation between c( and u. The basic 
atomic actions of a unity are actions as “x := er -b, ...e, - b,“, where x is a variable, 
ei is an expression and bi is a condition. Two actions c1 and j3 may be composed using 
the /( if they do not modify identical variables. The meaning of “tl 11 8” is that the two 
actions begin together and end together. 
The analysis of proofs in M@ (or in 6X%) is guided by the notion of abstract 
operational specification. A proof of cp in Jtr%! is denoted as JfozI I- cp and a proof of 
cp in 6,lr@ for Spec is denoted as Spec p’-* q The relation between the two kinds of 
proofs can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.2. Let u be a unity and q a formula of 32 [u]. Let Spec [u] be a complete 
abstract operational specification for u. g ’ cp if and only if Spec [IIu] +‘-I cp. 
Proof. Let Spec[uJ be a complete abstract operational specification for u. A proof in 
./lroll uses transition formulae and implicative formulae. 
Any transition formula is derived in Jf% from the Rule ,lr%2, and the Rule Jlr%2 
can be derived from assumptions of the specification using &V@. Hence, any proof in 
,+‘S?Z can be transformed into a proof in KM% by substituting any wp formula by the 
related proof. 
Any proof in 6Jt^%! can be transformed into a proof in .Jf% by substituting any 
pattern of wp proof by the wp expression. 0 
This theorem means that the two fundamental properties are the implicative ones 
and the transition ones. The proofs of implicative formulae are built by the user. Now, 
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we explore the parallel combinations of unities according to properties of proofs. 
A very strong hypothesis is stated to ensure a sound derivation. The composition of 
proofs and of programs can be expressed under proofs independence. 
Definition 4.3. Let u1 and u2 be two different unities with their respective specifica- 
tions, namely, Specfu,] and Spec[u2j. We say that u1 and u2 are independent with 
respect to their specifications if, for any i in (1,2}, for any j in { 1,2}, i#j for any 
transition formula p% q satisfying 
The independence of u1 and u2 with respect to Spec[q] and Spec[uzlj is denoted as 
(ul, Spec[ul 1) 1 h Spe4u21j ). A sound parallel composition of u1 and u2 can be 
defined and is denoted as u1 11 u2. 
Theorem 4.4 (Independent composition). Let us assume that 
(1) Spec[u, ] and Spec[uz] are two complete abstract operational specifications, 
(2) (u15 Spec[lk 4 ) 1 (u2, 04u2 a h 
6.1 iu 
(4) 0ecb211 k- P2JGq2, 
Then Spec[ul]uSpec[u2] k (pl A p2)“;llfu2(ql A q2). 
The conditions of this theorem are very strong but the composition of programs in 
a concurrent style must be carefully used. 
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Proof. The proof is divided into four cases: 
(1) pr %J:,, and p2zq2 are derived using the Rule Jlr@ 15. 
(2) pl-%ql (pzzqq2) is derived using the Rule N% 15 and pzzq2 (plzql) is 
derived using the Rule Jlr+Y 16. 
(3) p1 zql and pzzq, are derived using the Rule Jlr@ 16. 
(4) plzq, (pzzqz) is derived using the Rule JV% 17 and p2zqq2 (plzql) is 
derived using either the Rule Jlr%! 15, or the Rule N%? 16, or the Rule .N%! 17. 
We use the notation “r @‘.* cp” meaning that there exists a proof of cp in &N% from 
r. We abusively use the set-theoretic notation E. 
Case 1: For any i in {1,2}, 
and 
S”1.1 
SpCC[l$] k VCr:Ui.(pi A -qi):(pi V qi) 
6.19 
Spec[ui] k 3Cr:Ui.(pi A -qi)~qi. 
Under case assumptions and theorem assumptions, we can state that for any i in 
{1,2}, for any tl in Ui, 
Spf?C[Ui] t- (pi A -qi)~(pi V qi), 
and there exists a sequence (I;)~~“~, and uiEui so that 
(1) Vme”i r&“pi A -qi. 
6”Gff 
(2) SP4kIl I- 
a:ui 
r:- qi, for any c1 in Ui. 
Since u1 and u2 are independent, we can apply the composition Rule Jl/‘& 12. 
6”t.q ~111~2:UlIIUZ 
Spec[ul]uSpec[u2] I- p1 A p2 A -ql A -q2- 
and 
SpCC~ur&‘SpCCilu21 I- (PI A ~2 A -((PI A q2) V h A ~2) 
V (41 A qz))) ---(PI APT A -41 A -q2) 
(by a simple reasoning on implication). 
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Hence, by Rule ,I/“% 4, 
v (ql A p2))) a:““‘u* -(PI A ~2) V ((PI A 42) V (41 A PZ) V (41 A PZ)), 
for any E in u, 11 u2. 
(by successive applications of Rules ,AW 5 and ,V@ 6). 
Spec[ul]uSpec[u2] F (ril A rj-2)a'~I!uz(ql A q2) 
(h, A q2) V (PI A q2) V (41 A ~2)) 
(by the Rule 3% 12). 
Now, we can infer the existential transition property: 
S.f iu 
Spec[u,]uSpec[u2] F 3’~:(p~ A pz)- 
((41 A q2) V (PI A q2) V (41 A ~2)) 
(by the Rules Jf@ 10 and _+^Q 11). 
Using the Rule _Y% 15, 
V (PI A q2) V (41 A ~2)). 
Since qz is stable for uz, and q1 is stable for ul, we have the properties: 
5 , Il/ 
Spec[u,juSpec[u2] k q2 "" 'q2 
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According to the previous proof, we derive 
Using the Rule 16, we can state that 
6.1 iu 
Finally, 
Spec[ul]uSpec[u2j k (~1 A p2)“~*((~1 A 42) V (41 A ~2)) 
and 
The transitivity of I--+ leads to 
Case 2: 
and 
6. I‘I 
Spec[ul] F 3cr:ul.(pl A -ql)zql 
and there exists a sequence (r3)01EOld satisfying 
6.C.4 
Spec[ul]uSpec[u2] k 
and 
p2 “Lf V rE, 
def 
r. = 42. 
aeOrd 
Under the induction hypothesis, we derive the following statements: 
6.4 -1/ 
Spec[ul]uSpec[u2] k (pl A r,) u”‘(qlA(~ar~)) 
6.C 4 
Spec[ul]uSpec[u2j k (ql A r,) ‘$2(ql A ( Lnrn>) 
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Spec[ul]uSpec[u2] I- ((pl V ql) A ~~)“~2’ 
6.1 ‘u 
SpecU~lluSpec[u21 i- Up1 V 4d A p2)u’~‘h A q2) 
(PI A ~2)+(~1 V 41) A ~2) 
6.4.-u 
Case 3: There exists a sequence (rJnEOld satisfying 
and 
def 
asOrd 
r0 = 41, 
and a sequence (s,),EO*d satisfying 
and 
PzdZf v s,, 
asOrd 
def 
so = q2. 
Since the formulae s, and rB satisfy the conditions of the theorem, we can apply it: 
6. fY/ 
Specg~,]d$ec[~2] k (r, A So)“‘?? 
( 
V s,, A rS . 
(n’.8’)c(a.m > 
Hence, by induction rule Jlrul;! 16, we can derive the theorem. 
Case 4: 
6.1 * 
specUu21 k P2-G2. 
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By derivation, we write: 
Finally, we have to prove that the new system is complete with respect o the wp 
semantics. We think that some rules are not useful and can be cancelled but we have to 
do a careful study. 
5. A simple case study: the sorting problem 
A very classical example is detailed and we use Theorem 4.2 to deal with composi- 
tion of programs with respect o its proofs. The sorting problem allows to show how 
to improve a given solution. Moreover, the initial (first) specification of this problem is 
simple. 
The problem is stated in a pet but mathematical language as follows: “Let r be a list 
of elements. Build a list t of elements atisfying: 
+t is a permutation of r, 
+ t is ordered.” 
We transform this statement into a formal and first-order language-based specifica- 
tion by a mental process that we do not know how to describe in a formal framework 
but we will try to solve this aspect in further investigations. 
The following notations are specified: 
l Let s be a mapping from (1, . . . . n} with HEN to Y. We assume that V is a set of 
values and that there exists a total ordering on it denoted by <. s will be denoted by 
s:{l, . . ..n}-+V. 
0 Let si:{l, . . . . n}+V, sz:{l, . . . . n}+V. 
p(s,,s*)d~f(3Cr:{l )...) n}+(l)...) n}, (V&(1 )...) n>, si(a(i))=sz(i))). 
It means that s1 and sz are the same sequence but not in the same order. 
0 Let s: (1, . . ..n>+V. 
O(s)d:f(viE{l ,...) n-l}, (s(i)<s(i+l))). 
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It means that s is ordered with respect to <. 
Now we can state the formal specification of the sorting problem: 
Vr: (1, . ..) n)+V‘.3t:{l,..., n}+9’.p(r,t)A o(t). 
We apply now an action of operationalization on the specification. It means that we 
dynamize the computation process hidden in the static specification by introduction 
of the process constant, namely, rr. 
Vr:{l,..., n}+‘I‘.V’t:{l,..., n}+u‘.p(r,t)lp(r,t) Ao(t). 
The expression “7~” is an abbreviation for “7~ : [n]“. r and t are variables of n, i.e. they 
have a location into the memory and can be referenced. r and t are now computer 
variable values. The initial condition of rr is C#I~ “gf (t=r) A I, and 
IZdzf (t, r : { 1, . , H> + V ) A ” < is an ordering over V” A (nE N). The rule of trans- 
formation from a static specification to a dynamic specification is called rule of 
operationalization. 
Using ,;lr%, we can derive the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. { p(r, t)a 
s Kti 
p(r, t) A o(t)} + p(r, t) Ap(r, t) A o(t). 
This theorem is derived using the rule of fairness (Rule J+‘“@ 15). Now we are going 
to modify rc to obtain a solution satisfying the same theorem but more complex than 
this one. A transformation on rc allows to obtain rri by noting that permutations 
satisfy the following theorems. 
Theorem 5.2. Let s : { 1, . . , n} -+-I’. There exists one and only one permutation 
o:{l,..., n}+{l,..., n} sutisfying o(perm(s,o)), where perm:({l,..., n}+V)x 
(({l,..., nJ-+Y”))-+({l,..., n}+V) so that perm(s, o)(i) = S(CJ( i)). 
The permutation CJ sorting s is denoted as os. We define a new action related to the 
application of crS and denote it as TC,~. qSdzf t:=perm(t,a,). We can rewrite the 
previous theorem as: p(r, t)%,:in.,lp(r, t) A o(t). 
The set of permutations is finite and denoted by Li’[n]. p(r, t) can be rewritten as 
u seCon/ig(*,nun])(t=S), where Con$g(r,fl[n])={t:{l,..., n>+(l,..., n}/3oEII[n]. 
(t =perm(r, D))}. We derive the following properties: 
(11 (p(r9rl) A @=rl)) 
Z” :in” I 
Ap(r,t) A o(t), 
. 
x”~,*, :b”.“,I 
(n!) (p(r,r,!) A (t=r,!)~ W, t) A o(t). 
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Using the Rule ,/lr42 10 and the equational property of p(r, t), we derive 
We have used the strong version of existential quantification and we will obtain 
a strongly fairly executed program. If we want a weakly fair execution, we must 
strengthen the guard by the condition o(o(t)). This guard stabilizes the current state 
until the good action is finally executed by fairness assumption. But the weak 
existential quantification introduction rules. Moreover, the following universal 
transition properties can be stated: 
I%,,0 ,.O%, I 
(n! + 3) p(r, t) -+ n! p(r, t) A o(t) (by Rule JV% 15). 
Hence, the unity 7r1 “Lf [rcn,, 0 ... 0 rt,J. 
The unity 7r1 satisfies the specification but the property “p(r, t) A o(t)” is not stable 
and invariant. We add a guard to any assignment “r:=perm(r, a)” and this guard 
y must satisfy: 
p(r, t) A g A o(t)s(p(r, t) A o(t)). 
p(r, t) A g A lo(t) a’K* -(p(r, t) A o(t)) V (p(r, t) A lo(t)). 
p(r, t) A o(t) A lgap(r, t) A o(t). 
p(r, t) A lo(t) A igs (p(r, t) A O(t)) V (p(r, t) A lo(t)). 
A good candidate for g is o(t). Hence, rc2 is obtained from 7c1 by modifying the guard 
711: 7t2d~ffT(1[n?Enla-lo(t)/a]. 
Now, we try to make simpler the expression of rc2 and we recall the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. Any permutation cs of ZZ[n] is expressible as a jinite composition of 
transposition of ZZ[n] : 0 = ~~ 0 ... 0 zp. 
The first idea is to restrict the unity rc2 to transposition, but this solution is not 
correct: for any transposition T, T 0 T = Id. For any transposition r, we define by Z(T) 
and J(T) the two elements of { 1, . . . , n} so that r(l(z))=J(z) and r( J(s))=I(z) since T is 
a transposition. The idempotence of transpositions must be weakened. The guard 
g must be modified as follows: lo(t) A (t(Z(r))> t( J(s))). 
We obtain a new unity, namely 7c3, and this satisfies the specification. The program 
or unity rc3 that we have obtained is nondeterministic and is fairly executed. We need 
the following notations to derive the proof of 7r3. 
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0 distance(t( i), t(j)) = abs( i -j). 
l Min(t[u,b])=t(k) (ke[a,b]) A (VjE[u,b].t(k)<t(j). 
Now, we can proceed to the proof: 
(1) VUE{O, . ..) n} .VbE{O, . ..) n-l}. To.6dzff(r,t) A o(t[l,n-u]) A (t[1,n-u] 
<t[n--a+ l,n]) A (distunce(Min(t[n-a+ l,n]), t[n--a+ l])=b). 
(2) VUE(2, . ..) n}.VbE{l, . . . . n-l} .VzETrunsposition(n). T,,,A(T,,,_, 
V (((a’, b’)<(u,b)) A TO,,,,)) V T,,,(property of T,,, using transition rules). 
(3) VUE(2, . ..) ?I} .VbE{l, . ..) n-l}. 3z~Trunsposition(n). Ta,bL(To,b_l 
V (((a’, b’)<(u, b)) A T,,,,,)) (property of T,,, using transition rules). 
(4) Vu~(2 ,..., n}.Vb~{l,..., n-l}.V~:71~.T,,~~(T,,~_~ V (((u’,b’)< 
(a, b)) A TaS,bS)) V T,,, (by introduction of universal quantification). 
(5) Vu~(2 ,..., n}.Vb~{l,..., n-1).3weak~:713.To,b~(Ta,b_1 V ((u’,b’)< 
(a, b)) A ToS,b ,)) (by introduction of existential quantification). 
(6) Vu~(2, . . . . n} .Vk{l, . . . . n-l}. Ta,~%&--l V (((a’,b’)<(a,@) A To,,b,)) (by 
fairness rule N%! 15). 
(7) VO,b To,,2 To,, (by the rule of induction _M@ 16). 
(8) p(r, t)z’:(r,r) A o(t). 
We analyze the specification above and identify a partition of actions into three 
disjoint sets: 
713=T~uT~ut3, where r1 = {r~Trunsposition(n) (l(z), J(T)EA}, 
z2 = {ZE Transposition(n) 1 I(t), J(t)eB}, 
z3 = Transposition(n) - ‘sl - z2. 
AuB={l,...,n) and AnB=@. 
The choice of A and B may lead to different solutions and we first choose A and 
B so that A = (1, . . . , p} and B = { p + 1, . . , n}. Hence, we use the specification of 7c3 for 
rr. It means that r1 sorts t from 1 to p and r2 sorts t from p+ 1 to n. 
The actions of r1 and r2 satisfy the assumptions of Rule &M@2. Hence, 
p(r,t)=p(r,,t,) A p(r2,t2), where r,=r[A] and r2=r[B]. 
We derive the property 
p(r, t)“z2p(r, t) A o(tl) A o(t2) A t=t,.t2. 
Now we have to find a unity p so that 
p(r, t) A o(t,) A o(t,) A t = tl .t2 Ap(r, t) A o(t). 
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Hence, we have two specifications of r1 and z2. But they are now encapsulated and 
are not merged together. p merges the two lists tr and tz. But, the unity r3 possibly 
exchanges the two values of tI and t2. Hence, ,D satisfies the same specification as 53 . . . 
No! The proof is too sketched and we have to require that tI d t2 to infer the global 
property. 
Finally, the right unity [r3;[rI 11 TV]] satisfies the specification of the sorting 
problem. And now we prove it as follows: 
Some new notations are needed: 
0 associate(i)={jEDom(tz)Itl(i)>t2(j)}. 
0 permutable( {rETransposition(n) ((Z(T)= i) A ( J(r)Eussociute(i))}. 
l permutable = UiEDom(flj permutuble( i). 
0 u(t)=Curd({i~Dom(tl)~ussociute(i)#~}). 
l b(t) = SUpieoom(r,) { permutuble( i)}. 
l R,,, - defp(r,t) A (t=tl. t2) A (u(t)=u) A (b(t)=b). 
. grd~f(tl(w)>t2(J(t))). 
T-g’:z3 (1) VZET~.R~,~----+ (Ro,b_l V Ro_l,b, A (b’<b)) V Ra,b 
(by property from definition of actions). 
(2) 3 tarp. Ra,b- r-g’:‘3 (R,,,_, V Ro-l,b,) 
(by property from definition of actions). 
(3) vr-gz:r3.RU,b- r-gr’r3 (Ra,b_l V Ra_l,b,) V Ra,b (by transition rules from 3.1). 
(4) 3smgr:T3. R,,,- r-g’:r3 (Ro,b_l V R,_,,,,) (by transition rules from 3.1). 
(5) Rrr,b -ha.b-1 vk-w) (by fairness rule Jlr@ 15). 
(6) Va.bRo,bz&,o (by the induction rule JlrGZ! 16). 
(7) RO,O=-p(r,r) A (r=tl.tz) A (t,<tZ) (by definition of R,,o). 
(8) p(r,t) A (t=t,.tt)zp(r,t) A (t=tl.t2) A (tl<t2). 
Now, the composition of different properties according to our theorem leads to the 
correct solution for the sorting problem in a concurrent way. 
6. Conclusion and future works 
The design of programs is a very complex task but this task is yet more complex in 
the concurrency framework. This paper illustrates some experiments to use a formal 
system, namely Jlr%!, to deal with design, while it is usually used to prove properties of 
existing and effective programs. This work can be considered as a step towards a more 
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realistic programming language where the sequentiality and concurrency exist to- 
gether. Our future works tend to specify notions as proofs, developments, specifica- 
tions in a more precise way. Examples are yet to develop in this direction. 
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